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Overview

• What is concussion?

• Why is it an issue?

• SCAT5 and difficulties implementing it in road cycling

• Systematic review

• What work needs to be done in cycling? What can we learn from other 

sports?

• Next steps
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What is concussion?

• Traumatic Brain Injury

• Can occur WITHOUT direct impact to the head or loss of consciousness

• Varied presentations. Signs & symptoms:

• Physical 

• Cognitive

• Behavioural

• Following a crash, riders should be assessed for concussion and 

removed from racing if concussion is suspected

• To aid recovery and prevent further injury
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Why does the issue need addressing?

• Common: 

• 4-13% of all cycling injuries

• Up to 20% of acute injuries

• Prevalence increasing

• Risk of further injury – musculoskeletal injuries, further concussion, 

second impact syndrome

• Risk to others

• Long term consequences: Chronic traumatic encephalopathy

• Difficult to assess & manage in cycling: Toms Skujins – 2017 Tour of 

California
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What is recommended?

Berlin Consensus Statement on Concussion in Sport

• Is the SCAT5 fit for purpose in cycling?
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Cycling specific issues

• Crashes unseen by doctors, team cars, cameras etc

• First responder – neutral service mechanic?

• Decision to allow a rider to continue or not to continue, must be made 

quickly and in sub-optimal conditions

• No substitutions

• Not possible to temporarily withdraw a rider for a ‘sideline assessment’ 

• Riders unwilling to report issues

• Currently there is no internationally agreed protocol for in-race 

concussion assessment in road cycling
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Methods

Aim: a systematic review of the literature on concussion assessment in cycling
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Results

Gordon et al 2013. A 'knock on the noggin’. Paediatr Child Health. 2013;18(3):142
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Results

Greve et al 2012. An epidemic of traumatic brain injury in professional 

cycling: A call to action. Clinical Journal of Sport Medicine. 2012;22(2):81-8210



Summary of the cycling-specific literature

• High index of suspicion for concussion after crash

• Withdraw from racing on basis of red-flags

• Presentations may be subtle

• Use SCAT to assess

• Management is physical and cognitive rest

• Generic advice - there is little published evidence to advise effective 

means of in-race assessment
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Key points

Given that the literature is lacking, there is a need for 

the development of a valid in-race assessment that 

will consistently identify cases of concussion and 

exclude other conditions

We need to be able to assess riders to ensure their 

safety but without unduly penalising the rider or their 

team
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What are other sports doing?
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What are other sports doing?

• Professional Rugby - Head Injury Assessment (HIA)

• Player removed for 10 minute HIA based on possible concussion 

• 6 components: direct observation, symptom checklist, balance 

test/tandem gait, cognition (Maddock’s questions & SAC), clinical 

judgement, video review

• pre-HIA study: 58% of players who were diagnosed with concussion 

after a match, played on following their concussive impact

• Post-introduction of HIA: <10% of concussed players remain on the 

field of play following their concussive impact

• Pitch-side salivary mRNA testing 2017-2018 season
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What might a cycling assessment look like?

• Multi-modal assessment – varied presentation means no single test has 

high enough sensitivity

• Cycling specific tests to elicit signs

• Robust system for assessment that is both safe and fair

• Further assessment as race progresses – evolving nature of symptoms

• Appropriate baseline testing
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Next steps: a call to action

• Consensus meeting

• UCI medical concussion group

• Internationally agreed, evidence-based concussion assessment 

protocol

• Return-to-riding protocol

• Multi-lingual

• Consider non-medical responders

• External evaluation of doctor’s decision – to aid compliance

• Collection of data – web based app
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Thank you for listening

Please email me if you’re interested in 

supporting this work:

Richard Anderson, RGJA2@cam.ac.uk
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